Good Environment in University of Tsukuba

The main purposes for me coming to UT were to learn more about colloidal studies, besides than finishing the rest of my experimental project. In my research which required some equipment such as subcritical water extractor and spray drier, it takes more time for me to finish some part of the project since I have to borrow from other laboratories outside of the universities. Since I am the outsider user, I did not get the priority to use the equipment and it takes quite a while. On the other hand, I am glad and thankful to get the permission to use the equipments. Fortunately, in UT, I am able to get the priority to use the borrowed equipment, thanks to Prof Adachi for the help and now I am near to finish my research. InsyaAllah.

During my holiday trip around Japan, whenever I told the local residents I am studying at UT, they gave astonished reaction. From that, I concluded that UT has splendid images in Japan and I am glad to be part of UT’s student.

(Top Pictures)
(a) Hydrothermal Reactor borrowed from Prof. Cho’s laboratory.
(b) Borrowed Spray Drier with help from Dr. Kazuyohi Ogawa.
(c) The lake and UT Central Library

(Below Picture)
(a) The road in front of Ichinoya Dormitory during autumn season.